JUSTIN OAKES

SUMMARY OF QUALI FICATION S

Languages Swift, Objective-C, Appcelerator Alloy, HTML, CSS, Javascript
Applications Loves Connect, SongBar, JB Hunt Drive, JB Hunt Carrier 360, JB Hunt Shipper
360, Apple Support

GitHub https://github.com/joakes90
Homepage https://justinoak.es
E X P E R I E NC E
S EN IO R I O S/ MAC D E V E LO P ER, B IG NER D R ANC H ; ATL A NTA GA - 2020-P R ESENT

At my time at Big Nerd Ranch I helped clients achieve success with their Mac and iOS projects.
Among my work at BNR I developed the support app for a leading silicon valley smart phone and
personal computer company. I helped launch new features around device replacement and enterprise owned devices. Out side of my client work at BNR I’ve worked on expanding our machine learning and computer vision offerings. When this research was complete my blog post
on getting started with the CreateML and CoreML frameworks was published. I have also leveraged my time at the company to pursue becoming more aquatinted with native Android development, expanding my technical abilities.
I OS D E V E LOP E R, LOV E S T R AV E L S TOP S ; OKL A H OM A C I T Y OK - 20 17-20 20

At Loves I worked to develop and deliver the initial version of the Loves Connect app for iPhone.
Key features I personally implemented include AVFoundation barcode scanning, implementing
User Activity and intent based Siri short cuts and writing unit tests while using a VIP design pattern. I was also the developer primarily tasked with implementing the Deals feature. Non development tasks I lead include researching and implementing CI/CD solutions and advanced provisioning profile solutions for projects with multiple bundled app extensions and build targets.
C E O, OKL AS OF T L LC ; NOR MAN OK — 20 16-20 18

Oklasoft focuses on developing products for all Apple Platforms. Our most notable product to
date is Nuke, a Mac uninstaller app. Other apps include Magic Markdown, a universal iOS markdown editor that allows live preview of documents and syncing with iCloud drive. Magic Markdown can also print or export its documents to any other iOS app using the share sheet.
P RO G R AM ER, J.B. H UNT TR A NSPOR T; R OGER S AR — 201 5-201 7

At J.B. Hunt I developed mobile applications for iOS and Android using the Appcelerator platform including JBH Drive, JBH 360 and Move Now. On these apps I worked with internal teams
who developed backend REST and SOAP web services as well as external venders such as
Transflo to build Apps for company drivers and customers. In August of 2016 I was put in lead of
Shipper 360 and made sure other developers working on this app made commits on time and
held bi-weekly code reviews.
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AT HOME ADV ISOR, APPL E INC ; NORMAN OK — 2013-2015

At Apple I troubleshooted products and arranged repairs via phone and chat. While not supporting customers I developed internal applications for OS X to improve employee productivity.
These apps included small utilities like a break timer that included NSUserNotifications to remind users to stretch and rest their eyes and iHelp. iHelp was an all in one phone agent resource that assisted with troubleshooting, call flow, call logging, and customer service points to
help maximize reaching Apple’s metrics. This app was developed with the help of 2 other developers in the college program and saw wide use internally within the Apple Care organization.

